Description

Karkku library is already an important local meeting place. The people working at the library and locals want to use the library to further promote ideas of local community. They are developing a place where people can meet, make decisions together, and create together! Could this be the future of libraries in general? Libraries are places that are very familiar to almost everyone in Finland. Could we help Karkku develop their ideas and help inspire other libraries? Karkku library would be an excellent pilot to test these "next level" libraries. Could we even locate some municipal services there?

Contact:
hannele.tiitto@pirkanmaa.fi
Challenge

To develop ideas and find funding to help Karkku library play an even more important role in the local community.

We need...

People with experience in developing local sustainability initiatives. People with experience in building projects with municipalities. People with experience applying for funding for local initiatives. People with personal experience from similar grassroots initiatives.

LINKS to useful pages

https://www.sastamala.fi/sivu.tmpl?svu_id=3244
https://karkku.fi/